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Fuel pump part number cross reference

image of Mladenov from Fotolia.com The fuel pump is an essential part of a vehicle. Fuel is pumped from the fuel tank to the engine. Without a working fuel pump, sufficient fuel pressure cannot be supplied to the engine. This will cause problems such as hard start, rough idling, misfiring, procrastination and stalling and
may even prevent the car from starting. This can happen at the most inconvenient time. If you suspect that your fuel pump is broken, there are certain tests that you can perform to confirm it. Listen for a buzzing sound that usually occurs when the key is turned to the Start position. Turn the key in the ignition to the Start
position and listen for a buzzing sound from the fuel tank. A hum means that the pump is in operating mode. Check if your fuel pump is broken by performing a static fuel test. Turn the key in the ignition to the on position. Look at the fuel pressure meter to detect movements. The fuel pressure must be raised immediately
and remain stable. If not, it may indicate that there is a defect in the fuel pump. Connect a voltage gauge to the wires that are connected to your fuel pump. Connect the voltage meter to the green wire. The fuel pump lines are located under the vehicle behind the driver's door. Let someone start the engine while the
voltage meter is connected to the cord. A normal reading is between 10 and 11 volts. If there is a zero reading, this usually means that the fuel pump is poor. Hemera Technologies/AbleStock.com/Getty Images In the lifetime of owning a vehicle, it is quite possible that you will at some point have to test your fuel pump to
make sure it is working properly. A fuel pump is essential for a car to drive properly in that it helps deliver fuel to the engine. If the fuel pump is not working properly, it may put you and whoever else is in the car in serious danger. While testing your fuel pump may sound difficult, it is actually quite simple with the right
tools. Check the fuel pump to make sure the pump is running when the engine is in use. To do this, rev the engine and listen to see if any sound comes from the fuel pump. If no sound comes out, it is likely that your fuel pump is no longer running properly. Measure the pressure of the fuel pump to ensure that the fuel
pump is the problem. Most fuel systems require 30 to 80 PSI to run correctly. If there is insufficient fuel pump pressure, the engine may not start or will work at a lower performance than usual. Attach your pressure gauge to pressure test brackets on your vehicle. The location of the test mount varies depending on the
vehicle label and model, so contact the instructions for direct instructions. Turn on the pressure gauge when the car's engine is switched off. If the fuel pump is working properly, the fuel pressure must quickly reach the and hold on to a fixed speed. Compare Compare from the meter to the normal pressure found on
vehicle specifications. If the pressure is less than normal, bring your vehicle to an auto mechanic to diagnose the extent of the problem. If there is no pressure coming from the pump, check to see if voltage is supplied to the area by depending the specified barometer on the meter. If there is no voltage, the fuel pump no
longer works and needs to be replaced. Car Bibles are reader-supported. When you buy through links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more If you've ever needed to move fuel - maybe remove it from the car's gas tank or get diesel into a load-bearing container - you know that getting tools can
do this job well. Trying to get fuel from one place to another is not easy and it requires a specialized tool to siphon gas from one area and deliver it to another. A fuel transfer pump is what you need. Fuel pumps designed to move fuel with ease, typically from a storage tank to a vehicle's tank, can help you transport fuel
seamlessly. Available in many different styles including manual hand pumps and electric or hydraulic models, fuel transfer pumps come in different sizes. If you're looking for the perfect fuel transfer pump for your needs, check out our selection of top products right here. The best fuel transfer pump When you need a
powerful and durable tool that can transfer fuel from one source to a container quickly, efficiently and safely, you will continue to read this. Fuelworks 10305708A 12V 15GPM Fuel Transfer Pump Kit is a 12V, 180W 22A engine with a flow rate of 15 GPM and a self-absorbing, lacquer pump that works together to ensure
that this engine sucks in and pumps a sufficient amount of fuel at your convenience. The strong and robust explosion-proof pump is made of heavy cast iron that is thermally protected to ensure the optimal service and safety of this pump, which runs at 2400 rpm. It also ensures that the pump can be safely and safely
mounted on a tank or barrel to pump diesel, gasoline, fuel and kerosene; it should not be used to pump consumables fluids, especially drinking water. This model of Fuelworks has a lockable nozzle holder to stop fuel from seeping out, an expandable straw that extends up to 36 inches in length, a manual nozzle, a 14-
foot discharge hose, and a 2-inch spun adapter. The pump has a mechanical sealing structure and a 16-foot power cable to reach appropriate distances. To really enjoy this transfer tool, after 30 minutes of non-stop or dormant use, let it rest about 30 minutes before using it again. The Fill-Rite FR120G 12V 15 GPM Fuel
Transfer Pump is a top-quality diesel transfer that boasts a nicely finished and durable cast iron exterior. Its hard and robust build is why it provides maximum capacity to unruly conditions wherever it is needed. And thanks to its fine and hard chassis, it is resistant to wear and tear. The engine is equipped with a lamemel
technology that works well in improving suction lifting by creating enough pressure to allow the pump to suck in fuel through the inlet port and out through the discharge port. What's more, it is effectively capable of a suction boost of up to 6.5' of diesel. The older methods of testing fuel are gone with the Koehler
Enterprises RA990 Multi-Use Siphon Fuel Transfer Pump at your disposal. This is an appropriate and safe solution for transferring fuel, diesel and other liquids from their sources. It's more of a manual fuel transfer pump as opposed to the electric or battery powered fuel transfer pump, so, you may need to put in more
effort to get this pump working. You may not always have batteries with you or a power plug to power a pump, but with Koehler Enterprises pumping all you need, your hands are as the rest of the tools are provided; they include an efficient and durable siphon pump that can be used for other purposes along with a
discharge hose. Sifon Pro XL – Largest Siphon for Water, Gas and Diesel is one of the longest and largest siphon hand fuel pumps you will find; it can easily fill up to four liters of water in just one minute if you use it correctly. This hand tool is perfect for transferring water, gas or diesel from one container to another.
Accompanied by an 8-inch pump that helps easily remove gas, oil or water from one container to another, you can easily start the process by pressing the pump a few times for extra pressure. For liquid that can be easily accessed just use the supplied jiggler, move it in an 'up and down' fast motion, and watch it travel
out quickly into the desired container. The weight of the jiggler is just as important as it adds pressure to the hose and helps it sink into the liquid, and the 8-foot hose that transfers the liquid comes with a form-holding spring. You can drag or expand it to easily adjust and keep the hose in your preferred shape. The Tera
Pump TRFA01 4 AA Battery Powered Fuel Transfer Pump is powered by batteries which make it stand out from the rest. Weighing 1.2 pounds, this fuel transfer pump is able to fill 2.5 gallons per minute. This requires the use of 4 AA batteries that don't come with your purchase, and easy to use on/off buttons that make
it very easy to operate. It also comes accompanied by three different adapters to suit most car fueled cans; Simply twist on the adapter most compatible with your car to avoid unnecessary leaks or spills during fuel transfer. When you have finished filling your tank or other machines, you do not have to worry about an
inevitable spill or overflow, as the Tera pump has an automatic stop mechanism stops when the transfer of fuel, petrol or diesel is complete. Using a suction hose that comes with a scooter, it is very flexible and easy to turn or bend in the desired position, making fuel transfer more seamless. Overall, this is a portable and
easy to use device with a stress-free storage ability; you do not need to remove the pump from your fuel nozzles, it can be attached and be neatly tucked away until the next use. The small and portable FUELWORKS Electric Diesel Fuel Transfer Pump is a compact but reliable mechanism for transferring diesel and fuel
running at 12 volts and 10 GPM. FUELWORKS is known for its lubrication equipment and fuel transfer pumps, so it's safe to say that when it comes to fuel transfer pumps, it knows how to deliver a compact, portable, easy to install and functional pump. It is equipped with a 13-foot-long fuel hose that is great for
transferring fuel to larger equipment, engines or machines that can't be easily moved. The hose easily covers the distance, and with its effective manual dispensing nozzle, you can easily slide in the hose and transfer fuel when it suits you. It also includes a thermal protector switch to ensure user safety, and unlike battery
powered or manual pumps, this one is electric. Since it is a relatively small snake, it is easy to set up; simply follow the instructions to make sure you can safely install it. This electric fuel transfer pump also comes with two hoses that are attached to both sides and eventually connected via the engine. One side can be
placed in the tank or drum and the other in which container is required. The length of the hose can be easily adjusted to your preferences by simply cutting it and adjusting it to the desired length. It is extremely important to note that this pump is not to be used with gasoline, but is strictly a diesel fuel pump. We've gotten
used to the old traditional way of lifting gallons to pour in fuel for our cars, generators and other machines through a funnel. However, this method can result in spillage and the smell of fuel or liquid left on the body after the process is complete. Fortunately, with the Ideaworks Battery Powered Liquid Transfer Pump, you
are offered a fast and reliable way to transfer fuel, diesel and other necessary liquids to a container, be it your vehicle, generator or other machinery. This battery-powered transfer pump is more reliable as it can be used anywhere and anytime without having to be connected to a power source; it easily pumps gas, fuel,
oil and other non-corrosive liquids at a rate of five to six litres per minute. It's very light, so you can easily carry it around and fuel what you need regardless of height without stressing your muscles. The 12V Gasoline Transfer Pump/Siphon is another high-end siphon mechanism, but with even greater benefit. It's a 12V
12V pump that comes with a smoke proof case. The case has a pressure release valve so it can be stored properly and safely after use in your car or garage. It has a high lift pump with an appropriate LED indicator that provides basic information like which direction the power goes. The fuel pump also has the capacity
to fill 0.6 gallons per minute with the 16-foot fuel line and 6-foot modern car adapter. Along with the two parts long hose, this 12v fuel pump comes with a manual pump that you can connect to the hose. You will also be able to bend it quite easily and place it in the tank while retaining its shape throughout the transfer
without slipping out and wasting its contents. It effectively dry-lifts and sifons gas from cars, boats, generators, engines and other types of machinery and equipment. Ontel Turbo Pump Automatic Liquid Transfer Pump offers a variety of benefits for anyone who is looking for an easy and efficient way to move fuel from
one place to another. This fuel transfer pump is so easy to use and works quickly. It's an automatic pump that runs on three AA batteries, so you can use it anywhere without worrying about wires or electrical connections. It uses powerful suction to pump fuel at a fast 2.5 gallons per minute, and it fills and empties in no
time at all. Lightweight and portable, it's also comfortable and easy to hold. In addition to these advantages, the Ontel Turbo Pump also has a hands-free clip and a very convenient autostop sensor. When the pump detects a full tank, it automatically switches off to prevent fuel leaks. At the same time, innovative turbos
siphon technology ensures that this fuel transfer pump comes down to everyone's last drop, preventing fuel waste or loss. Katumo Fuel Transfer Pump is a good option, if you are looking for a handheld pump, you can operate at any time and in any location without worrying about batteries or electric current. Ideal for use
on the go or when you want to handle the transfer process by hand, it's especially useful for unexpected fuel transfer needs. This fuel transfer pump is very versatile and can be used with gasoline as well as liquids like oil, water and more – just make sure you don't use it with any harsh chemicals or salt water. The
Katumo pump eliminates the need to ever start a fuel transfer with your mouth, ensuring safety while preventing potential accidents. It is lightweight and suitable for use with many vehicles. With two flexible, durable PVC hoses, you can easily complete a fuel transfer with only the pump and your hands. When you put this
hand-powered fuel transfer pump to use, just keep in mind that the liquid or fuel you remove must be higher than the container you will be emptying it into. If you have never purchased a you are not alone. It can be a difficult product to buy, buy, with so many different types of pumps available to choose from. How can
you separate the best fuel transfer pumps from those that are not quite what you need? Follow our purchase guide and you will easily be able to select the perfect fuel transfer pump for your unique situation. What to consider when buying a fuel transfer pump: First, you need to understand that there are different types of
fuel transfer pumps, so it's important to read through the product specifications to find out which is more suitable for you. Not all fuel pumps are built to pump all liquid types, some of them do not pump gasoline or some biodiesel, so it is important to know the type you buy and what it does and not pump When you read
reviews, you find mixed ratings on a particular product and wonder which to believe. Many times, a bad review is the result of a lack of proper knowledge about the installation or use of the pump. So it is very important to choose a pump that is easy to install and has clear instructions on how to set up and use it. Check
how durable it is and look out for possible warranties to ensure that the pump you buy will solidly last you for a good period of time. Advantages of using a fuel transfer pump: Using a fuel transfer pump is much safer than manually trying to suck the fuel out with a hose to transfer it from a source to a container. Using a
transfer pump will save you a lot of valuable time and energy, especially electric pumps where you don't have to manually do much, just install, create, and watch it do its thing. Some electric pumps come with meters that let you know how much fuel you transfer per time; this saves you stress of continuously checking the
level the fuel has reached when you avoid spillage. Types of fuel transfer pumps: There are different types of fuel transfer pumps, but the following three are most common; Manual fuel transfer pump This fuel pump is operated manually by users. it usually involves pressing a hand pump to build enough pressure to soak
in fuel. These types are more hands-free and they are powered by either AC or DC. Those powered by DIRECT Current mostly have provisions for batteries or are powered by an engine. They have a more robust and durable build and are naturally more pricey than manual pumps. They are predominantly powered by an
engine; This works when the propeller shaft rotates and causes the scooter shaft to rotate and create enough pressure to suck fuel in. These can be a bit heavier than the other fuel transfer pumps. How to use a fuel transfer pump appropriately using a fuel transfer pump depends to a large extent on the type; if it is
manual, then you would need a hand pump nut it would drive differently when it is electrically powered or motorised. It also wouldn't hurt to watch some instructional videos to give you some visuals on how to install and use the product you have selected. How to Prime a fuel pump Not all pumps are self-priming – for
those who are not, it is important to prime the fuel pump to create the necessary pressure, get the pump going, and exercise the liquid through. To do this, first close the fuel line supply, put the priming pump on the closed fuel line, and then secure the pump. Press down the fuel pump repeatedly to turn up the pressure in
the transfer pump. After doing this for a while, close the fuel line and remove the pump. Now you can boldly use the transfer pump. Best Fuel Transfer Pump FAQ: Q: What exactly is a fuel transfer pump? A: It is a mechanism used to transfer fuel from one source to another, for example a tank to your car. Q: How long
should my fuel transfer pump last? A: Depending on the type it should be quite durable, but see instructors manual or warrantee for more specific information Q: How do I get my transfer pump lasts longer? A: stick to using the specified liquids it can take in and regularly clean out tools and wipe them Q: Are all the



products listed above compatible with all cars? A: No, but most of them come with modern adapters or more than one to ensure it is compatible with most car types Our Top Pick The Fuelworks Diesel Fuel Transfer Pump Kit is tough, reliable and ideal for heavy applications. The strength of this fuel transfer pump is
exactly what makes it our top pick – it's designed to be able to handle gasoline, diesel, and even other materials like kerosene and mineral spirits. Whether you transfer fuel over a short or long distance, this is the pump that gets the job done. Powered by a 22-amp engine, this fuel transfer pump can move 15 liters of
gasoline per minute. You will be able to get quick results from this hard device, making fast work of any transfer task. Source:t How Gas Pumps Work - HowStuffWorks Add Your Rating
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